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ABILITY TEST REPORT
Criterion cognitive test performance

Olivia Hansen
Completion date: 06/02/2017

This report could be used by:
Recruiters, L&D professionals, coaches, and Olivia herself with proper guidance.

This report describes: 
The results of Olivia’s ability test performance. The report covers:

B2C verbal reasoning test

B2C numerical reasoning test

B2C checking test

LOGO
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UNDERSTANDING THIS REPORT

This report describes Olivia’s ability test performance based on the Psycruit assessment she 
completed on 06/02/2017. Olivia’s online ability assessment included: 

B2C verbal reasoning test: A mid-level test of verbal critical-reasoning designed to 
place demands on the respondent’s abilities to deal with a range demands, challenges 
and decisions associated with mid-level roles. Olivia’s performance on this test has been 
compared to the default B2C verbal reasoning test composite occupational comparison 
group 2017; a large, diverse group of candidates who completed the test for UK based 
organisations between 2009-2017.

B2C numerical reasoning test: A mid-level test of numerical reasoning designed to place 
demands on the respondent’s abilities to deal with business, financial and numerical data. 
Olivia’s performance on this test has been compared to the default B2C numerical reasoning 
test composite occupational comparison group 2017; a large, diverse group of candidates 
who completed the test for UK based organisations between 2009-2017.

B2C checking test: A test of error checking designed to place demands on the respondent’s 
abilities to quickly learn a rules-based system and apply it in order to reconcile the outputs 
of a computer with the original hand-recorded information. Olivia’s performance on this test 
has been compared to the default B2C checking test composite occupational comparison 
group 2017; a large, diverse group of candidates who completed the test for UK based 
organisations between 2009-2017.

When reading this report, please remember the following points:

• Criterion ability tests results are very reliable, but they are not infallible.
• A more detailed measure of the candidate’s abilities should be made at a later stage of the

selection process using a supervised psychometric test or an equivalent measure of the
same ability.

• Olivia’s results can be verified online using the Psycruit ability verification facility.
• Ability is not fixed and may improve with practice, training and development.
• These test results should be considered along with other information about the

candidate before making a selection decision.
• These results must be kept within the boundaries of confidentiality agreed with Olivia.
• The results must not be used for any other purpose other than that agreed with Olivia.
• These results must be kept securely and not retained beyond the period agreed with

Olivia.

Further reports can be downloaded from Psycruit for Olivia, which provide additional 
information about her:

• Interviewer report – Suggests interview questions based on Olivia’s profile and
assessment results.

• Insights report – Describes Olivia’s personality profile, where a personality questionnaire
has also been completed. This report can be used alongside these ability results to give a
more complete picture of Olivia.

Introduction

Important points

Further information 
about Olivia
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OVERALL PERFORMANCE

Overall performance: The overall performance index is based on a combination of Olivia’s ability test results. Taken together, Olivia’s 
scores on the ability test results indicate that her performance was within the average range, scoring in the middle 34% of candidates in 
the comparison group. This suggests that her overall ability is average in terms of how well the candidate will respond to the ability and 
thinking focused demands of the Sample role, such as evaluating information, problem-solving and learning new skills.

B2C verbal reasoning test
Olivia’s score on the B2C verbal reasoning 
test was well above average, scoring within 
the top 16% in the comparison group. 
This score suggests that Olivia would deal 
effectively with the demands of the role 
that require verbal reasoning; for example 
analysing and making judgements about 
complex written material in documents such 
as reports, proposals, letters and emails.

The time limit for this test is 9 minutes 
and Olivia took 6 minutes. The average 
completion time for this test is 8 minutes and 
98% of candidates attempt all the questions 
within the time limit. Please note that this 
completion time is not an indication of ability.

B2C numerical reasoning test
Olivia’s score on the B2C numerical 
reasoning test was within the average 
range, scoring in the middle 34% of 
candidates compared with other candidates. 
This score suggests that Olivia would deal 
adequately with the demands of the role 
that require numerical reasoning; such as 
understanding and manipulating numerical 
information, working with financial data or 
performing cost calculations.

The time limit for this test is 17 minutes 
and Olivia took 17 minutes. The average 
completion time for this test is 16 minutes 
and 98% of candidates attempt all the 
questions within the time limit. Please note 
that this completion time is not an indication 
of ability.

B2C checking test
Olivia’s score on the B2C checking test 
was within the average range, scoring in 
the middle 34% of candidates compared 
with other candidates. This score suggests 
that Olivia would deal adequately with the 
demands of the role that require checking 
ability; such as reconciling information, 
checking data, spotting errors and attending 
to detail.

The time limit for this test is 10 minutes 
and Olivia took 10 minutes. The average 
completion time for this test is 10 minutes 
and 98% of candidates attempt all the 
questions within the time limit. Please note 
that this completion time is not an indication 
of ability.
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Overall performance index

Based on combined B2C verbal reasoning test, 
B2C numerical reasoning test, B2C checking test 
ability results.
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ABILITY TEST VERIFICATION RESULTS

B2C verbal reasoning verification test
A mid-level test of verbal critical-reasoning designed to place 
demands on the respondent’s abilities to deal with a range 
demands, challenges and decisions associated with mid-level roles.

B2C numerical reasoning verification test
A mid-level test of numerical reasoning designed to place 
demands on the respondent’s abilities to deal with business, 
financial and numerical data.

How does test verification work?
Psycruit presents the candidate with a shortened version of 
the ability tests included in the verification process. Each test 
comprises questions that the candidate has not seen before. 
Psycruit compares the candidate’s original test results with their 
verification performance to calculate the verification index.

Interpreting the verification index
The verification score is presented as a degree of fit with Olivia’s 
original test score. The direction of the degree of fit indicates 
whether the verification score is higher or lower than the original 
test score. This report also provides guidance about the verification 
score and advice for following up any poor degrees of fit.

Corroborate the candidate’s test scores using 
additional evidence
This might include a related educational result, results from a 
paper & pencil test, or evidence of the same ability being deployed 
in a previous role or college course.

Observe the candidate demonstrating the ability 
measured by the test
Ask the candidate to complete an assessment activity that 
requires the same ability to be demonstrated in order to perform 
effectively.

Examples are analysis exercises, work-simulation tests, problem-
solving tasks, focused group discussions or observations of 
behaviour in a real task. Please contact Criterion Partnership if 
you would like more guidance.

Follow-up test performance through feedback 
and interview
You can use a feedback discussion as a vehicle for uncovering 
evidence relating to the candidate’s demonstrations of the ability 
in a previous role or college course. You can also explore any 
issues relating to the way they completed the test in their first 
unsupervised administration session.

If you would like any further guidance about this verification 
result please contact Criterion.

Introduction
This report describes Olivia’s verification test results based on the Psycruit assessment she completed 
on 06/02/2017. Olivia completed the verification process to follow-up her performance on these ability 
assessments, which she completed on 06/02/2017: 

How to follow-up the verification results
The results of this verification indicate whether there is a discrepancy between the candidate’s initial  
test performance and their second attempt. We recommend a range of approaches to investigating any 
differences further:
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VERIFICATION RESULTS

What do these results suggest?
Olivia’s original score on the B2C verbal reasoning test was well above average, scoring within the top 16% when in the B2C customer 
service, retail, admin, mid-level roles, team-leader and junior management level comparison group. This score suggests that Olivia 
would deal effectively with the demands of the role that require verbal reasoning; for example analysing and making judgements about 
complex written material in documents such as reports, proposals, letters and emails.

Olivia’s result on the verification test was lower than her initial test performance. She performed much better on her first 
attempt. There can be a number of factors behind this kind of verification result:

• Olivia may have felt more anxious during the verification session.

• Olivia may have felt less motivated to perform well or complacent during the verification session.

• Her performance on the first test session may have been affected by some random error, such as some lucky guesses.

• Her performance on the verification session may have been affected by some random error, such as distractions, mood or a few
simple mistakes.

What do these results suggest?
Olivia’s original score on the B2C numerical reasoning test was within the average range, scoring in the middle 34% of candidates 
in the B2C customer service, retail, admin, mid-level roles, team-leader and junior management level comparison group. This score 
suggests that Olivia would deal adequately with the demands of the role that require numerical reasoning; such as understanding and 
manipulating numerical information, working with financial data or performing cost calculations.

Olivia’s result on the verification test was lower than her initial test performance. She performed better on her first attempt. 
There can be a number of factors behind this kind of verification result:

• Olivia may have felt more anxious during the verification session.

• Olivia may have felt less motivated to perform well or complacent during the verification session.

• Her performance on the first test session may have been affected by some random error, such as some lucky guesses.

• Her performance on the verification session may have been affected by some random error, such as distractions, mood or a few
simple mistakes.
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